FCL Pledge

Premium Full Container
Load (FCL) Solution
Sea freight lead time guaranteed

FCL Pledge
In a complex world, delays are unavoidable.
But with FCL Pledge, you don't have to worry
about the arrival of your shipment.
Kuehne+Nagel guarantees a lead time covering
all delivery combinations from port-to-port to
door-to-door.

The first and only FCL service
that includes:
■ Lead time guaranteed for all
delivery modes
■ 100% Money back guarantee
■ Extended cargo liability
■ Instant pricing
■ Carbon neutrality

100% Money back guarantee
We cover more than 150,000 port pairs
and offer over 750 weekly services and
a multitude of connections. Our worldwide
dedicated and experienced specialists
utilise live vessel data and data-driven
insights. We take extraordinary care to
provide you with superior reliability. If any
delays should be unavoidable, you will not
pay the freight costs. It's that simple.

Pricing includes all applicable charges

Easily receive instant,
automated quotations,
book your shipments
and track your cargo
– all in one place:
→ mykn.kuehne-nagel.com

Extended cargo liability
With our Extended Cargo Liability, we
redefine industry standards – covering
a wide range of causes for loss or
damage with up to USD 100,000 per
container. Causes covered:
Accidental damage, including act,
neglect, or default of the master,
mariner, pilot, or the servants of the
carrier in the navigation or in the
management of the ship
Fire, explosion, washing over board,
perils, dangers and accidents of the
sea or other navigable waters
Act of God (natural perils)
Act of war and strikes, within the
scope of the war and strikes clauses

Carbon neutrality:
With FCL Pledge, you don't have to
worry about environmental impacts,
as we offset your carbon footprint on
your behalf via contributions to the
development of nature-based
projects around the world.

Reliability is not
a promise – it is
a guarantee

General averages securities
www.kuehne-nagel.com

Kuehne+Nagel is the global number one in sea logistics.
Over 10,000 sea logistics experts worldwide ensure
Kuehne+Nagel customers can access reliable sea

transport on all major trading routes and 150,000 port

connections. Its focus is on shipping full container loads
(FCL) and less-than-container-loads (LCL), perishable

and fresh cargo shipments as well as project logistics.
We offer a flexible and reliable service with more than

750 weekly departures and a multitude of connections
in an independent network spanning multiple shipping
companies. Innovative digital information solutions

such as seaexplorer ensure full visibility and customized
supply chains, whatever the size of the company.

Interested in learning more about our world-changing work?
→ https://home.kuehne-nagel.com/-/company/corporatesocial-responsibility/carbon-offset
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